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Address Paragon Tempered Glass, LLC. 
(formerly Spec-Temp, LLC) 
5406 U. S. Rt. 24 East 
Antwerp, OH 45813

Country USA

State Ohio

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Paragon Tempered Glass, LLC, is a specialty fabricator offering custom glass solutions to numerous markets from two U.S.-based facilities. Products
include both flat and bent tempered glass, as well as insulated glass, to meet demanding expectations of strength, thermal and aesthetic quality.

As an innovative glass fabricator, we’re recognized for quality problem-solving and on-time performance across both small, custom lots and large
production runs. Our global customer base relies on us to help it find top-quality, cost-effective solutions for new application challenges. Fabricating
glass products is our only business, and our employees are passionate about maintaining their reputation as industry leaders.
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